fold and stitch wallet
from SewCanShe.com
pattern piece A

outside of wallet
cut 1

place velcro here
fold and stitch wallet
from SewCanShe.com
pattern piece C
inside of wallet
cut 1
fold and stitch wallet from SewCanShe.com
pattern piece A

fold and stitch wallet from SewCanShe.com
pattern piece B
outside of wallet
cut 1

Instructions:
Cut the pattern pieces out along the dashed lines.

Tape pattern piece A together matching the dashed lines exactly. It should measure approximately 11.5” tall.

Tape pattern piece C together matching the dashed lines exactly. It should measure approximately 16” tall.

There is a 1/2” margin around the pages which is not included in the pattern pieces.
fold and stitch wallet from SewCanShe.com pattern piece C